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Agenda
Transportation Projects Commission Meeting
November 2, 2011

•

Roll Call, Review of Minutes, and Opening Statements

•

Overview of Major Projects and TPC Responsibilities
o Statutory Changes to the Definition of a Major Project
o Role of the Commission
o Major Highway Environmental Study and Enumeration Process Timeline

•

Current Status of the Major Highway Development Program
o Schedules for Currently Enumerated Projects
o Summary of Projects Currently Under Study
o Need to Begin Additional Environmental Study Projects

•

Projects Recommended for Environmental Study Approval
o Project Summaries
o Level of Service Demonstration

•

Discussion & Motions

•

Verona Road Project Recommended for TPC Approval as a Major Highway Project
o Project Overview and Need
o Preliminary Project Schedule

•

Discussion & Motions

•

Adjourn
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MEMBER DIRECTORY

November 2011

TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS COMMISSION MEMBERS
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Governor Scott Walker
Chairman
Room 115 East State Capitol
Madison, WI 53702
(608) 266‐1212
govgeneral@wisconsin.gov
Wisconsin State Senate Members

Wisconsin State Assembly Members

Wisconsin Citizen Members

Senator Joseph Leibham
Room 15 South
State Capitol
P.O. Box 7882
Madison, WI 53707‐7882
(608) 266‐2056
Sen.Leibham@legis.wisconsin.gov

Representative John Steinbrink
Room 129 West
State Capitol
P.O. Box 8953
Madison, WI 53708
(608) 266‐0455
Rep.Steinbrink@legis.wisconsin.gov

Thomas Carlsen
1602 Red Tail Drive
Verona, WI 53593
(608) 848 ‐8602
TECarlsen@aol.com

Senator Mary Lazich
Room 8 South
State Capitol
P.O. Box 7882
Madison, WI 53707‐7882
(608) 266‐5400
Sen.Lazich@legis.wisconsin.gov

Representative Jerry Petrowski
Room 11 North
State Capitol
P.O. Box 8953
Madison, WI 53708
(608) 266‐1182
Rep.Petrowski@legis.wisconsin.gov

Barbara Fleisner
1524 Lakehurst Road
Mosinee, WI 54455
(715) 843 ‐ 9563
bfleisner@centergy.net

Senator Dave Hansen
Room 5 South
State Capitol
P.O. Box 7882
Madison, WI 53707‐7882
(608) 266‐5670
Sen.Hansen@legis.wisconsin.gov

Representative Fred Clark
Room 9 North
State Capitol
P.O. Box 8952
Madison, WI 53708
(608) 266‐7746
Rep.Clark@legis.wisconsin.gov

Michael Ryan
5841 Woodland Drive
Waunakee, WI 53597
(608) 849‐7614
mryan411@yahoo.com

Senator Jim Holperin
Room 126 South
State Capitol
P.O. Box 7882
Madison, WI 53707‐7882
(608) 266‐2509
Sen.Holperin@legis.wisconsin.gov

Representative Mike Endsley
Room 219 North
State Capitol
P.O. Box 8953
Madison, WI 53708
(608) 266‐0656
Rep.Endsley@legis.wisconsin.gov

Senator Frank Lasee
Room 316 South
State Capitol
P.O. Box 7882
Madison, WI 53707‐7882
(608) 266‐3512
Sen.Lasee@legis.wisconsin.gov

Representative Paul Farrow
Room 105 West
State Capitol
P.O. Box 8953
Madison, WI 53708
(608) 266‐5120
Rep.Farrow@legis.wisconsin.gov

Nonvoting Member
Mark Gottlieb, P.E., Secretary
Room 120B Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 266‐1114
Mark.Gottlieb@dot.wi.gov
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Policy Issues

Project Information

Mark Gottlieb, P.E., Secretary
Room 120B Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 266‐1114
Mark.Gottlieb@dot.wi.gov

Joseph Nestler, P.E., Director
Bureau of State Highway Programs
Room 933 Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 266‐9495
Joseph.Nestler@dot.wi.gov

Michael Berg, P.E., Deputy
Secretary
Room 120B Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 266‐1114
Michael.Berg@dot.wi.gov
Steven Krieser, Executive Assistant
Room 120B Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 266‐1114
Steven.Krieser@dot.wi.gov
Mark Wolfgram, Ph.D.,
Administrator
Division of Transportation
Investment Management
Room 933 Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 266‐5791
Mark.Wolfgram@dot.wi.gov

Sharon Bremser, P.E.
Majors Program Manager
Program Development & Analysis
Section
Bureau of State Highway Programs
Room 933 Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 266‐3341
Sharon.Bremser@dot.wi.gov
Dawn Krahn, P.E., Level of Service
Engineer Program Development &
Analysis Section
Bureau of State Highway Programs
Room 933 Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 267‐7715
Dawn.Krahn@dot.wi.gov
Budget Information
Paul Hammer, Budget Director
Office of Policy, Budget & Finance
Room 132B Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 267‐9618
paul.hammer@dot.wi.gov
Commission Secretary
Jennifer Canchola
Bureau of State Highway Programs
Room 933 Hill Farms
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 266‐5408
Jennifer.Canchola@dot.wi.gov
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MEETING MINUTES
• Minutes of 5/25/11 TPC Meeting
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MINUTES OF MAY 25, 2011
Governor’s Conference Room, State Capitol
Madison, Wisconsin
2:00 P.M.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Governor Scott Walker
Secretary Mark Gottlieb, P.E.
Senator Mary Lazich
Senator Dave Hansen
Senator Jim Holperin
Senator Frank Lasee
Representative John Steinbrink

Representative Jerry Petrowski
Representative Fred Clark
Representative Mike Endsley
Representative Paul Farrow
Citizen Representative Thomas Carlsen
Citizen Representative Barbara Fleisner
Citizen Representative Michael Ryan

MEMBERS ABSENT
Senator Joseph Leibham

DOT STAFF PRESENT
Paul Hammer
Adam Boardman
Rob Miller

Reggie Newson
Mark Wolfgram, Ph.D.
Joe Nestler, P.E.

Governor Walker called the meeting to order and asked that the roll be called.
Governor Walker welcomed the members. The motion to approve the minutes of the
October 19, 2010 was made by Representative Farrow, seconded by Senator Lasee
and passed unanimously.
Governor Walker summarized the October 2010 meeting and the importance of
discussing transportation infrastructure from the standpoint of public safety and
economic development. He shared discussions he has had with employers and
prospective businesses about the benefits of being located near an Interstate. He
stated that strategic investments in transportation are important for public safety, basic
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mobility and economic development.
DOT Secretary Gottlieb recognized WisDOT for its role in developing the information
necessary for the commission to consider projects and the process. Major projects are
very expensive and complex and have many variables. The February TPC Report
included no cost increases. WisDOT is committed to provide staff assistance to the
commission, and will provide any assistance the commission member need.
Mark Wolfgram provided an overview of both the current statutory definition of a Major
project, as well as the modifications being considered by the legislature as part of the
biennial budget.
Wolfgram explained the three main roles of the commission. The first role is to approve
potential projects for environmental studies. After an environmental study has been
completed, the commission is tasked with deciding whether to approve projects for
construction. The final role of the commission is to monitor ongoing project costs.
These reports are prepared for the commission every six months, in February and
August.
Wolfgram described the ongoing planning process. This process considers traffic
congestion and safety, among other things. WisDOT evaluates the top needs around
the state and recommends projects to the commission for consideration. These studies
can take a long time. It is important to begin studies well in advance.
Wolfgram referred to the ten previously enumerated projects currently under
construction. Comparing the Governor’s budget, to the scheduled projects, shows that
there is room to schedule new construction projects. The four projects being
considered for enumeration in the budget include IH 39/90 (US 12 – Illinois), STH 38
(Oakwood Road – County K), US 10/STH 441 (County CB – Oneida Street) and STH
15 (STH 76 – New London). Mark provided a brief description of the needs and
estimated costs associated with each of the four projects.
Wolfgram said that if these projects are approved, WisDOT will begin purchasing real
estate and design. WisDOT cannot move forward without legislative approval. Mark
also mentioned two projects that would move forward if recommended statutory
modifications were passed in the budget. These projects include the Verona Road
Interchange in Madison, and the Hoan Bridge in Milwaukee.
Wolfgram said that Wisconsin has capacity and safety needs that are important to
address. There are four study projects that, when completed, could be considered by
this commission for enumeration. Because these environmental studies can take
several years to complete, the commission should consider additional studies in the
near future. WisDOT is in the final stages of a long range planning process, and plans
to return to this commission in October (2011) to discuss alternatives.
Representative Clark shared his concern about debt service associated with
transportation projects. There is clear value in transportation projects, but some
concern about long-term stability of funding.
2
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Secretary Gottlieb responded that the Governor’s proposed biennial budget decreases
total bonding for the highway program.
Governor Walker provided a brief recap of the meeting and future steps. He thanked
the commission for its time and adjourned the meeting.

Notes not official until the Commission approves at the next meeting.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
• TPC & WisDOT Roles in the Major Highway Program
• Key Major Highway Statutes
• Major Highway Project Evaluation Process
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TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS COMMISSION & WisDOT ROLES in the MAJOR HIGHWAY PROGRAM
Role of the TPC
•

Created in 1983, the 15‐member Transportation Projects Commission (TPC) reviews major highway
project candidates and makes recommendations to the Governor and Legislature regarding projects to
be “enumerated” or included in the next two‐year state budget.

•

The Commission includes five state senators, five Assembly representatives and three citizen members.
The Governor serves as Commission Chairman. The Secretary of the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation (WisDOT) serves as a non‐voting member. (A list of TPC members is included in this
binder).

•

Typically, the Commission considers major highway project candidates on a two‐year cycle. In the fall
of odd‐numbered years, the TPC begins the process by looking at projects to advance to the
environmental study stage. (See process detail on the following page).

•

In the fall of even‐numbered years, the Commission reviews, and can recommend for enumeration,
projects that have successfully completed the environmental review phase (before a major highway
project candidate can be considered for enumeration, it must have an approved environmental
document).

•

State law prevents the TPC from recommending projects for enumeration unless funding is available to
begin work within six years.

WisDOT’s role in major highway projects
•

Highway segments that have, or that are projected to have, significant traffic congestion and motorist
safety concerns are identified during the extensive public outreach process that goes into development
of the long‐range State Highway Plan. WisDOT officially adopted the “Connections 2030” long‐term
transportation plan in October of 2009 (www.dot.wisconsin.gov/projects/state/connections2030.htm).

•

WisDOT reviews and prioritizes major highway project candidates utilizing a statutorily‐established
process (Administrative Rule Trans 210). This process considers a project’s ability to: enhance
economic development; relieve traffic congestion; improve safety; and achieve community objectives
while minimizing environmental impacts.

•

WisDOT is required to make recommendations to the TPC on major highway project candidates.
Following any recommendations from the TPC, the Governor and the Legislature make the final
decisions regarding which projects will be enumerated (added to the list for construction via the state
budget).

•

Under current state law, a major highway project has a total cost of more than $30 million and
constructs a new route of 2.5 or more miles, adds capacity to 5 or more miles of an existing highway,
or converts an existing multi‐lane divided highway of 10 or more miles to freeway standards. Also
defined as a major is any project more than $75 million, not described in the preceding sentence.

•

Once a project is enumerated, WisDOT is responsible for all phases of project development and
delivery. This includes scheduling and design, project management, and project construction.

•

Further information on the major highway projects process including a current list of major projects
can be found on the WisDOT Web site at: www.dot.wisconsin.gov/projects/state/sixyear/major.htm.
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PROCESS TO BECOME A MAJOR HIGHWAY PROJECT
(As Directed by State Statutes)

ODD YEARS
• Not later than October 15th of each odd‐numbered year, WisDOT provides the TPC with an initial list of potential Major Highway projects that the
Department may recommend for environmental study.
EVEN YEARS
• Not later than March 15th of each even‐numbered year, WisDOT provides the TPC with a list of potential Major Highway projects that it recommends be
approved for environmental study.
• Not later than April 15th of each even‐numbered year, the TPC notifies WisDOT of potential Major Highway projects that are approved for environmental
study.
• Not later than September 15th of each even numbered year, WisDOT shall report its recommendations for enumeration
• TPC reports its enumeration recommendations not later than December 15th of each even numbered year (report to Gov/Gov elect; the legislature, and
Joint Committee on Finance).
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KEY MAJOR HIGHWAY STATUTES
1. Definition of a Major Highway Project (changes from the 2011‐13 Budget are highlighted)

2. Approval of Commission Required to Conduct Environmental Study of Potential Major Projects

3. DOT Makes Enumeration Recommendations for Commission Consideration
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KEY MAJOR HIGHWAY STATUTES
4. The Commission Reviews and Recommends Projects for Enumeration

5. The Commission Approves s. 84.013(1)(a)(2m) High Cost Projects for Construction as Major Projects
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MAJOR HIGHWAY PROJECTS
EVALUATION PROCESS

WisDOT Bureau of State Highway Programs
September 2010
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MAJOR HIGHWAY PROJECTS
EVALUATION PROCESS
This information paper provides an overview of the Administrative Rule Trans 210
process that will be used to evaluate proposed major highway projects that are being
considered for enumeration. This process will be used to evaluate and recommend
projects to the Transportation Projects Commission.
The evaluation process is used to evaluate each proposed major project in terms of its
ability to achieve the Departments’ goals of enhancing Wisconsin’s economy, improving
highway service, improving highway safety, minimizing environmental impacts and
serving community objectives. This numerical ranking process is based on minimum
requirements and measures that reflect these five goal areas. This paper will briefly
describe the minimum requirement that a project shall meet or exceed in order to be
eligible for recommendation to the Transportation Projects Commission. In addition, the
paper will summarize the guidelines used for component scoring measures, the weights
applied to the measures and the calculation of the overall composite score.
The Department has assembled a task force of staff experts in highway design,
construction, planning, economics, environmental analysis, and economic development
to compile and analyze information that is to be used for the evaluation process for
major projects.

Minimum Requirement
Only those projects that have either of the following traffic flow or safety deficiencies will
meet the minimum requirement:
•

The predicted level of service on significant portions of the highway shall be
worse than level of service C in the design year.

•

Safety on significant portions of the highway shall be worse than the
statewide average for a similar highway type. Safety shall be identified using
the crash rate or the severity proportions for the facility.
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Measures
Measures are used to quantify the effect of the project in terms of achieving the
Department’s goals. These measures were developed to determine the impact of the
project on highway users as well as their impacts on non-users of the highways. The
measures are weighted to reflect the hierarchy of the Department’s goals. The
measures, their components and associated weights are shown in Figure 1. These
measures will contribute points beyond the minimum score and will be used to place
projects in relative rank order. The five measures include:
1. Economic Measure (40%). This process recognizes that the transportation
infrastructure is vital to a strong economy. Major highway projects improve and
strengthen the transportation infrastructure, reducing the cost of travel, while
enhancing Wisconsin’s ability to maintain and compete for jobs. The objectives of
this measure are to identify the projects that will increase the competitiveness of
existing businesses, increase the attractiveness for new businesses, and improve
routes that are part of the Corridors 2030 or National Highway System network of
highways. Therefore, the components of this measure include:
a)

Identify Competitiveness of Existing Business. Lower travel costs serve to
increase the competitiveness of existing businesses by allowing them to
reduce prices within existing markets, expand market areas, and/or create
capital (saved travel cost) that can be reinvested. The reduction of travel
costs is measured by quantifying the long-term reduction in travel time,
vehicle operating costs, and accidents that will result from each project.
These benefits are then compared to the cost of constructing and
maintaining the project. The potential of each project to increase
competitiveness of existing businesses is measured by the degree to which
benefits exceed the project’s construction and maintenance costs. In
addition, the Department also evaluates the existing businesses that will
benefit from the project, which is measured by the number of business
entities, and the amount of employment, population and tourism in the
proposed or existing highway corridor.

b)

Identify Attractiveness for New Business. Economic theory recognizes
regional economic growth stemming from productivity and redistribution of
jobs and incomes. A determination is made of the project’s potential to
increase the productivity of industry along the highway corridor. Greater
consideration is given to projects that do not redistribute growth from one
part of the state to another, and to projects that contain business with the
ability to attract business from outside of the state. In addition, greater
consideration is given to communities that are sufficiently organized to
capitalize on the economic opportunities associated with the proposed
project. The Department also explores and evaluates the unique
circumstances or regional differences in the economic need and abilities of
the communities affected by the project.
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c)

Identify Routes That Provide Connections. The Department has identified a
network of quality highways, which are critical to Wisconsin’s economy. This
network will consist of routes on three systems: 1) Corridors 2030 Backbone
routes which include key multi-lane routes connecting major population and
economic centers; 2) Corridors 2030 Connector routes which connect key
communities and regional economic centers to the Backbone routes, and 3)
National Highway System. A project on any of these three networks is given
more points than one not on these networks.

2. Traffic Flow Measure (20%). Congestion can have adverse effects on the user’s
travel time, mobility, and maneuverability. Mobility and travel time are important to
efficiently connect people to jobs and business to their customers, suppliers and
markets. The objective of this measure is to quantify the existing and projected
traffic flow problems on the highway system for each proposed project. Level of
service is the qualitative measure of traffic flow used by The Transportation
Research Board Highway Capacity Manual to define the operational conditions of
the existing highway. To determine the level of service the existing highway is
providing, traffic analyses are based on such performance measures as traffic
density, traffic delay, and average travel speed. Six levels of service are defined in
the Highway Capacity Manual, with level of service A representing the best
operating conditions and level of service F the worst.
3. Safety Measure (20%). The evaluation process recognizes that transportation
improvements can play an important role in improving the safety of Wisconsin’s
highways. Reducing the number of fatalities and injury crashes as well as the
property and freight losses associated with these crashes has been and will
continue to be a primary goal of the department. The objective of this measure is to
identify the number and the severity of the crash problems on the highway system
affected by each proposed major highway project. The components used to
quantify this measure include:
a)
the crash rate which is calculated by the number of crashes divided by the
number of hundred million vehicle miles traveled over the length of the
highway system segments,
b)
the severity proportion which is calculated by dividing the number of fatality
and incapacitating injury crashes by the total crashes on the highway, and
c)
a determination of the project’s effect on the safety of pedestrians and
bicyclists that use the facility.
4. Environmental Measure (10%). The evaluation process recognizes that highway
projects can have effects on the quality of the human environment in the regions
they serve. The objective of this measure is to evaluate environmental
considerations associated with the proposed major highway project through
summary information provided in a draft environmental impact statement or
environmental assessment. Those projects that have larger net negative
environmental effects for the following components will be scored lower:
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a)
b)
c)
d)

natural resources which include wetlands, uplands, flood plains, stream
crossings and endangered species,
physical resources which include air and sound quality, and contaminated
sites,
socio-economic resources including agricultural land, park land, residential
and business development and
cultural resources which include historic properties and archeological sites.

5. Community Input Measure (10%). The objective of this measure is to evaluate
community support or opposition to a proposed major highway project through
either of the following:
a)
quantifying public input through informational hearings and correspondence
and
b)
determining if the proposed major highway project is consistent with
metropolitan, local or regional transportation plans that have been adopted or
reaffirmed in the last 5 years.
Composite Score
A combination of the five measures, weights for each of the measures and the minimum
requirement shall be used to calculate a composite score for each proposed major
highway project. Each measure shall have a maximum score of 100 points. The
composite score shall have a maximum of 110 points. The minimum allowable score
for a composite score is 10 points. Only those projects which have greater than 10
points may be recommended by the Department to the TPC. The following formula shall
be used to determine the composite scores:
Composite Score = β0(10 + β1 economic measure + β2 safety measure + β3
traffic flow measure + β4 environmental measure + β5 community input measure)
where:
β0= 1 if the minimum requirements are met for either traffic flow or safety,
or
= 0 if the minimum requirements are not met for traffic flow and safety.
β1 = weight for the economic measure which shall be .40
β2 = weight for the traffic flow measure which shall be .20
β3 = weight for the safety measure which shall be .20
β4 = weight for the environmental measure which shall be .10
β5 = weight for the community input measure which shall be .10
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FIGURE 1
MAJOR HIGHWAY PROJECTS
EVALUATION PROCESS MEASURES
% Weight
of Total

40%

Economic
Measure

50% Identify
Competitiveness
of Existing
Business

-Reducti on in Travel Costs vs.
Construction Costs
-Businesses That Will Benefit

25% Identify
Attractiveness
For New
Business

-Economic Growth Potential
-Unique Reasons Why Project Will
Attract New Businesses

25%

20%

Traffic Flow
Measure

20%

Identify
Routes
That Provide
Connections

100% Identify
Traffic Flow
Problems

100%
Safety
Measure

Identify
Crash
Problems

50%

Identify
Affected
Natural and
Physical Resources

10%
Environmental
Measure

10%

Community
Input
Measure

Identify
Affected
Socio -economic and
Cultural Resources

50%

100%

Identify
Community
Input

-Part of Corridors 2030 or NHS Network

-Level of Service

-Crash Rate
-Severity Proportion
-Pedestrian & Bicycle Considerations

15%
5%

5%
5%

10%

20%

20%

-Natural Resources

2.5%

-Physical Resources

2.5%

-Socio -economic Resources

2.5%

-Cultural Resources

2.5%

-Public Support or Opposition

5%

-Relationship to Adopted Plans

5%
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MAJOR HIGHWAY PROGRAM STATUS
• Schedules for Currently Enumerated Projects
• Program Financial Status
• Projects Currently Under Study
• Need to Begin Additional
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The Schedule for Existing Major
Highway
g
yPro jects
j
Hwy

Project Name

2012

10

Marshfield - Stevens Point

2013

2014

10/441 CTH CB – Oneida St.
12

Lake Delton - Sauk City

14

Viroqua – Westby

15

STH 76 – New London

18

Prairie du Chien - STH 60

23

STH 67 - USH 41

26

Janesville – Watertown

38

Oakwood Rd – CTH K

39/90

Madison - IL

41

Oconto – Peshtigo

41

Brown & Winnebago County

53

La Crosse Corridor

53

Eau Claire Bypass

Planned Expenditures

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Wisconsin Department of Transportation
November 2011
Major Highway Study Projects
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1

2
3

1.

US 51

Stoughton – McFarland

2.

US 12

Fort Atkinson Bypass

3.

US 14 /WIS 11

Janesville – I-43

4.

US 8

WIS 35 North – US 53
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US 51

Stoughton - McFarland

Study Project Cost Status Table - August 2011
Project: US 51
Stoughton - McFarland
Region: SW
Cost Information in Millions of Dollars

Cost Category
Environmental
Study

Cost to
Date

Estimated
Cost To
Complete

$2.9

$0.2

Total Study Total Study
Cost
Cost
Estimate
Estimate
Feb. 2011
Aug. 2011

$2.7

Change in
Total Cost
Estimate

$3.1

Percent
Change

$0.4

14.8% **

Length:

18 miles in Dane County

Existing AADT:

(Annual average daily traffic) 10,300 (rural) - 15,400 (urban)
vehicles per day

Need for study:

Provide increased capacity for existing and future traffic
demand and improve safety to reduce crash rates.

Possible concept:

Expand US 51 from the existing two-lanes to four lanes. Other
alternatives to be considered include safety improvements on
US 51 combined with the expansion of other routes that could
potentially serve traffic between the Stoughton area and
Madison.

Study status:

Needs assessment phase complete. Formal EIS process
underway.
Percent of study completed: 70%
VE study completed: January 2008
Estimated study completion date: Fall 2013

Amendment:

Reason
for
Change

Being Delayed—increased number of bypass alignments, new
interchange location, and extended time.
** Additional alternatives were studied at Stoughton to address local concerns.
Reanalyzed crash problems. Additional archeological, historic site and hazmat work.
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US 12

Project:
Region:

Fort Atkinson Bypass

Study Project Cost Status Table - August 2011
US 12 Fort Atkinson Bypass
SW
Cost Information in Millions of D ollars

Cost Category
Environmental
Study

Cost to
Date

Estimated
Cost To
Complete

$3.1

$0.0

Total Study Total Study
Cost
Cost
Estimate
Estimate
Feb. 2011
Aug. 2011

$3.1

$3.1

Change in
Total Cost
Estimate

$0.0

Percent
Change

0.0%

Length:

10.1 – 17.5 miles in Jefferson County

Existing AADT:

(Annual average daily traffic) 6,900 (rural) - 15,500 (urban)
vehicles per day

Need for study:

Find ways to ensure US 12 remains a safe and effective
regional corridor meeting regional travel and shipping needs
while continuing to support the existing and future
transportation needs of the Fort Atkinson and Koshkonong
communities.

Possible concept:

Solutions to the needs identified in the study will include
extending safe life of existing US 12, mapping a bypass and
building it when warranted by traffic and safety.

Study status:

Draft EIS released for public comment in October 2005.
Percent of study completed: 90%
Preferred Alternative Selection to be made in 2010
Estimated completion date for Final EIS: December 2011
Anticipated Record of Decision: September 2012

Reason
for
Change
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US 14/WIS 11

Project:
Region:

Janesville - I-43

Study Project Cost Status Table - August 2011
US 14/WIS 11 Janesville - I-43
SW
Cost Information in Millions of Dollars

Cost Category
Environmental
Study

Cost to
Date

Estimated
Cost To
Complete

$1.5

$0.5

Total Study Total Study
Cost
Cost
Estimate
Estimate
Feb. 2011
Aug. 2011

$2.0

$2.0

Change in
Total Cost
Estimate

$0.0

Percent
Change

0.0%

** Need to bring study into SAFTEA-LU compliance and additional public participation.
Length:

15 miles in Rock and Walworth counties

Existing AADT:

(Annual average daily traffic) 7,900 - 10,300 vehicles per day

Need for study:

Expansion to four lanes will be necessary to accommodate the
increasing traffic volumes on US 14/WIS 11. Increasing crash
rates, lower level of service, system linkage, smart growth
planning and emergency evacuation management planning are
other needs identified.

Possible concept:

Expand the existing two-lane facility to four lanes. Provide for
a freeway design in the I-39/90 and I-43 areas. The study will
also investigate a possible link between USH 14 to STH 11 west
of Janesville.

Study status:

Pending approval for independent utility for west alternative.
West alternative
Final EIS – Nov 2012
Record of Decision – January 2013

Reason
for
Change
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US 8

Project:
Region:

US 8
NW

WIS 35 North - US 53

Study Project Cost Status Table - August 2011
WIS 35 North - US 53
Cost Information in M illions of Dolla rs

Cost Ca te gory
Environmental
Study

Cost to
Da te

Estimated
Cost To
Complete

$3.9

$2.1

Total Study Tota l Study
Cost
Cost
Estimate
Es tima te
Feb. 2 011
Aug. 2011

$6.0

$6.0

Change in
Total Cost
Es timate

Perc ent
Cha nge

$0.0

0.0%

Length:

40 miles in Polk and Barron counties

Existing AADT:

(Annual average daily traffic) 6,400 – 14,800 (rural) 11,600 – 16,100
(urban) vehicles per day

Need for study:

Regional population growth and increased traffic volumes are
generating concerns in several communities along the route.
Approximately 50% of the project length will have 2030 volumes
exceeding 12,000 AADT. There is a need to identify and preserve a
future four-lane corridor in order to make sound current and future
highway improvement decisions.

Possible concept:

Identify the future corridor in enough detail to preserve the right-ofway. Phase construction improvements over several decades
beginning with the completion of passing lanes on the existing facility,
possible two-lane bypasses on four-lane right-of-way. Eventually build
a four-lane facility with interchanges as project segments warrant.
Use a tiered approach to achieve final consensus and corridor
preservation. Tier 1 identifies basic corridor location and design
standards. Tier 2 moves forward with more detailed design to achieve
official mapping under 84.295. Tier 3 would be move to construction
let.

Study status:

Tier II Environmental Assessments
Barron Segment –
estimated completion June 2012
Deer Lake Segment – estimated completion June 2012
Turtle Lake Segment – estimated completion December 2012
Range Segment –
estimated start date – June 2012
estimated completion date – June 2014

Reas on
for
C ha nge
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PROJECTS RECOMMENDED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY
• Letter of Recommendation
• Level of Service Data
• Project Summaries
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USH 12 USH 14 Easterly to CTH N
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(Open to Traffic Since 2005)
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IH 94 70th Street to 25th Street
3.5 miles in Milwaukee County
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41

57
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145

43

32

Project Limits
45
94

57

18
94

Milwaukee County

25th St
27th St
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35th St 94

70th St
Hawley Rd
USH 41
24
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43
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894

43

36

94
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1

2
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100

Traffic Data

32

43
38

41

Mobility Data

Year

AADT Range

Year

LOS

2010

138,000 – 156,000

2010

100% LOS E

Projected 2020 154,000 – 169,000

Projected 2020 69% LOS E; 31% LOS F

Projected 2030 171,000 – 181,000

Projected 2030

100% LOS F

Safety Data
% of Corridor with
% of Corridor with crash
crash frequency or
frequency or severity
severity greater than
significantly greater than
statewide average statewide average (> 1 Std Dev)
89%
89%

Need
The IH 94 Corridor is in need of increased capacity to handle existing and future traffic demand and to
improve safety and crash rates.
The IH 94 Corridor is a critical transportation corridor in Wisconsin, and is part of the National Interstate
System. This corridor is also identified as a Corridors 2030 Backbone route. This part of the southeast
freeway system is a critical interstate link not only for the region, but for the entire state. It provides
access to manufacturers, commuters and tourists within the Milwaukee metropolitan area and between
Milwaukee and other areas including Madison, Chicago and Green Bay.
Average Annual Daily Traffic volumes throughout the IH 94 corridor currently vary between 138,000 and
156,000 AADT and are expected to grow to between 171,000 and 181,000 by 2030. If no capacity
improvements are made, the majority of segments will operate at LOS F by 2030, indicating significant
problems from large reductions in travel speeds and recurring breakdowns in traffic flow.
Currently, an average of over 300 crashes per year occurs along this 3.5 mile corridor. About 89% of the
corridor contains crash problems that are significantly greater than the statewide average.
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USH 12 USH 14 West to CTH N
18.7 miles in Dane County
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£
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Fitchburg

Verona

Traffic Data

Mobility Data

Year

AADT Range

Year

2010

30,800 – 146,500

2010

LOS
16% LOS E; 24% LOS F

Projected 2020 34,300 – 159,300

Projected 2020 35% LOS E; 34% LOS F

Projected 2030 37,900 – 172,000

Projected 2030 6% LOS E; 68% LOS F

CTH AB

£
¤51

CTH N

McFarland

¨¦39
§

£
¤12

"N"


Dane County

Safety Data
% of Corridor with
% of Corridor with crash
crash frequency or
frequency or severity
severity greater than
significantly greater than
statewide average statewide average (> 1 Std Dev)
69%
48%

Need
The Madison Beltline is in need of increased capacity to handle the severe to extreme congestion
problems and to improve safety on the corridor.
This corridor is a route on National, state and regional importance. Due to the importance of this route,
it is included in the National Highway System. It is also classified as a Wisconsin Corridors 2030
Backbone and Connections 2030 Connector route. The Madison Beltline links the Interstate Highway
system with the City of Madison.
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes throughout the corridor currently vary between 30,800
and 146,500 AADT and are expected to grow to 37,900 to 172,000 by 2030. If no capacity
improvements are made, all segments will operate at LOS E or F by 2030, indicating significant problems
from reductions in travel speeds and breakdowns in traffic flow.
Currently, an average of over 600 crashes, including 14 fatalities occur per year along this 18.7 mile
corridor. About 48% of the corridor contains crash problems that are significantly greater than the
statewide average.
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IH 39/90 USH 12 (Beltline) to Wisconsin Dells (USH 12/STH 16)
56.3 miles in Dane/Columbia/Sauk County
USH 12/
STH 16
STH 13
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Traffic Data

Badger Interchange
94

12

12
14

Mobility Data

Year

AADT Range

Year

LOS

2010

37,800 – 90,000

2010

60% LOS D

Projected 2020 43,500 – 105,000

Projected 2020 68% LOS D; 32% LOS E

Projected 2030 48,100 – 117,000

Projected 2030 60% LOS E; 32% LOS F

51

39

Safety Data
% of Corridor with
% of Corridor with crash
crash frequency or
frequency or severity
severity greater than
significantly greater than
statewide average statewide average (> 1 Std Dev)
77%
37%

Need
The IH 39/90 Corridor is in need of increased capacity to handle existing and future traffic demand and
to improve safety and crash rates.
The IH 39/90 corridor is a critical transportation corridor in Wisconsin, and is part of the National
Interstate system. This corridor is also identified as a C2030 Backbone route. It provides critical
interstate access to major Wisconsin cities, including Madison, Wisconsin Dells, Wausau, and Eau Claire,
as well as to cities outside of Wisconsin including Minneapolis and Chicago.
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes throughout the IH 39 corridor currently vary between
37,800 and 90,000 AADT and are expected to grow between 48,100 and 117,000 by 2030. Summer
months and weekends have higher traffic volumes reflecting the importance of the corridor to summer
tourism travel. This corridor is an important route for moving freight throughout the state and to
outside destinations. If no capacity improvements are made, the majority of segments will operate at
LOS E or F by 2030, indicating significant problems from reductions in travel speeds and recurring
breakdowns in traffic flow.
Currently, an average of over 520 crashes, including 30 fatalities occur per year along this 56.3 mile
corridor. About 37% of the corridor contains crash problems that are significantly greater than the
statewide average.
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IH 43 Silver Spring Rd to STH 60
14.3 miles in Milwaukee/Ozaukee County
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Year

2010

47,600 – 92,200

2010

LOS
14% LOS E, 15% LOS F

Projected 2020 53,300 – 101,000

Projected 2020 14% LOS E; 15% LOS F

Projected 2030 58,400 – 109,800

Projected 2030 51% LOS E; 29% LOS F
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Miles

Safety Data
% of Corridor with
% of Corridor with crash
crash frequency or
frequency or severity
severity greater than
significantly greater than
statewide average statewide average (> 1 Std Dev)
50%
45%

Need
The IH 43 Corridor is in need of increased capacity to handle existing and future traffic demand and to
improve safety and crash rates.
The IH 43 corridor is a critical transportation corridor in Wisconsin, and is part of the National Interstate
System. This corridor is also identified as a C2030 Backbone route. It provides critical interstate access
between major metropolitan areas, including Milwaukee, Chicago and Green Bay.
Average Annual Daily Traffic volumes throughout the IH 43 corridor currently vary between 47,600 and
92,200 AADT and are expected to grow to 58,400 by 109,800 by 2030. If no capacity improvements are
made, the majority of segments will operate at LOS E or F by 2030, indicating significant problems from
reductions in travel speeds and recurring breakdowns in traffic flow.
Currently, an average of over 225 crashes, including 5 fatalities occur per year along this 14.3 mile
corridor. About 45% of the corridor contains crash problems that are significantly greater than the
statewide average.
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USH 51 USH 12 (Beltline) to STH 19
8.5 miles in Dane County
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Traffic Data

£
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0
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£
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113

Mobility Data

Year

AADT Range

Year

LOS

2010

19,100 – 49,600

2010

11% LOS D; 13% LOS F

Projected 2020 27,300 – 55,200

Projected 2020 41% LOS D; 20% LOS F

Projected 2030 31,900 – 69,700

Projected 2030 43% LOS D; 31% LOS F

Safety Data
% of Corridor with
% of Corridor with crash
crash frequency or
frequency or severity
severity greater than
significantly greater than
statewide average statewide average (> 1 Std Dev)
63%
58%

Need
The purpose of the US 51 project is to address the safety and capacity issues along the highly traveled
segment of US 51. Increasing traffic volumes on US 51 have caused the road to become congested and
unsafe.
This corridor provides access to major employment and residential areas and also serves regional traffic
to outlying communities. It connects the major communities of Beloit, Janesville, Stoughton, McFarland,
Madison, DeForest, and Portage and many rural towns.
An estimated 19,100 to 49,600 vehicles drive this stretch of US 51 every day. That number is projected
to increase to 31,900 to 69,700 vehicles by the year 2030. If no capacity improvements are made, the
majority of segments will operate at LOS D or F by 2030, indicating significant problems from reductions
in travel speeds and breakdowns in traffic flow.
Currently, an average of over 250 crashes, including 9 fatalities occur per year along this 8.5 mile
corridor. A large percentage (58%) of the corridor contains crash problems that are significantly greater
than the statewide average.
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IH 94 USH 12 to STH 65
6 miles in St. Croix County
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14%

Need
The IH 94 Corridor is in need of increased capacity to handle existing and future traffic demand and to
improve safety and crash rates.
The IH 94 corridor is a critical transportation corridor in Wisconsin, and is part of the National Interstate
System. This corridor is also identified as a Backbone route in Wisconsin’s Connections 2030
Transportation Plan. It provides direct interstate access to the cities of Hudson and Roberts, and is a
critical link to other major cities outside of this corridor including Minneapolis and many points in
Wisconsin and beyond.
IH 94 is an important route for moving freight throughout the state and to outside destinations. This is
evidenced by the high volume of trucks; about 25 percent of the total traffic consists of heavy trucks.
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes throughout the IH 94 corridor vary between 49,000 and
93,000 AADT currently and are expected to grow to 71,00 to 134,000 by 2030. Summer months and
weekends have higher traffic volumes reflecting the importance of the corridor to summer tourism
travel. If no capacity improvements are made, all segments will operate at LOS E or F by 2030, indicating
significant problems from reductions in travel speeds and breakdowns in traffic flow.
Currently, an average of over 31 crashes occur per year over this 6 mile corridor. About 56% of the
corridor contains crash problems that are greater than the statewide average.
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PROJECT RECOMMENDED FOR TPC APPROVAL TO CONSTRUCT
• Verona Road Project
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US18/151 Verona Road Reconstruction Project

Project Cost to Majors Estimated to be $150 million (2011 dollars)

Purpose and Need Statement
The U.S. 18/151 – Verona Road Reconstruction Project increases the mobility and safety of this
important and regionally essential Backbone Route. The US 18/151 highway links major
economic centers of northeastern Iowa, Madison, and the Fox Valley to the National Highway
System. It is also an important employee commuter corridor for major economic businesses in
the Madison Metropolitan area. Employers such as EPIC, UW Madison, Lands End, UW
Hospital all rely on US 151 as a major artery to their transportation needs.
Verona Road was constructed in the 1920s and for the next four decades experienced the
development of several neighborhoods, each well-established and adjacent to the roadway. The
roadway once an agricultural and freight route into the City of Madison is now a segment of a
227-mile Backbone highway traversing the entire state. The neighborhoods are diverse and
isolated, with many residents attempting dangerous daily multi-lane crossings.
The roadway experiences major traffic congestion creating significant traffic backups and daily
delays force drivers to choose alternative routes through nearby neighborhoods. In 2006 traffic
volumes on this section of Verona Road were 59,300 vehicles per day (vpd) and they are
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projected to grow to 69,000 vpd by the year 2030. These high traffic volumes lead to severe
congestion levels (LOS F) that increase noise and decrease air quality.
Crash rates along Verona Road between 2006 and 2008 are higher than the state average for
similarly classified highways. As a result of daily queuing during peak travel hours from
commuter, local, and freight traffic entering the city, the project roadway experiences a high rate
of rear-end crashes. The portion of Verona Road with the highest crash rate of 344 crashes per
hundred million vehicle miles traveled (HMVMT) is from the Beltline to Raymond Road. There
were nine crashes involving pedestrians or bicyclists between 2006 and 2008; all these crashes
occurred at intersections.
Verona Road experiences injury crash rates of 337 crashes per HMVT. These are nearly three to
five times greater than that of a statewide average for an urban interstate roadway and up to 70
percent greater than the statewide average for an urban roadway for the same 2006 to 2008 study
period.
The Verona Road reconstruction project eliminates delays by constructing a single-point Verona
Road/Beltline interchange. A Summit Road jug-handle intersection totally removes the signal in
the southbound direction and greatly improves the signal operation in the northbound direction.
Once constructed, the operation on Verona Road will immediately go from LOS F to LOS B,
saving an average of approximately two million hours of traveler delay annually over the next 20
years.
Installation of the jug-handle intersection will remove many of the most dangerous and frequent
crash types at the intersection. Dangerous crossing and left maneuvers from Summit Road will
be eliminated completely. Instead Summit Road vehicles will safely travel underneath Verona
Road traffic to make their crossing or left turn maneuver. Because the jug-handle totally
eliminates the southbound signal, congestion related rear-end crashes are eliminated.
The Verona Road reconstruction project will make pedestrian and bicycle crossings of Verona
Road significantly easier. Currently there are two multi-phase signals at Summit Road and the
Beltline Ramps where pedestrians have to cross from 8 to 11 lanes of traffic. The Verona Road
jug-handle will allow neighborhood residents to travel underneath Verona Road to access
commercial properties and neighborhoods on the other side. The jug-handle roundabout will be
equipped with wide sidewalks, bike lanes, and context sensitive aesthetic treatments that will
decrease the scale of the intersection from that of a major highway crossing, to that of a local
community connection. The Verona Road reconstruction project will construct a pedestrian
underpass near the south interchange ramps. Instead of crossing Verona Road in a variety of
signal stages, waiting at traffic islands until the next signal phase lights, pedestrians will be able
to travel underneath Verona Road’s traffic through a 20-foot wide and 8-foot tall pedestrian
bicycle underpass.
Construction includes an additional through lane in each direction, two new bridges over
roundabout within the Summit Road jug-handle intersection; noise wall, 16 retaining walls
throughout the project area, and a storm sewer system with detention pond. The Beltline/Verona
Road single-point interchange will reconfigure the on/off ramps by expanding and lengthening
lanes.
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Verona Road – Stage 1 Overview
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Verona Road – Stage 2 Overview
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AUGUST 2011 TPC REPORT
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